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the player controls eve and travels to the fictional town of eckert in the year after an
earthquake left the town in ruins and killed most of the population. there are three

difficulty levels, which control the amount of enemies that appear on screen, and three
endings, which are awarded for the player's actions in the game. the main character of

the story is eve. this game was actually my first introduction to the parasite eve world and
i fell in love with the game at first. players will be able to play as either eve or the

umbrella corporation. heres my review of the game. i only bought the game when it was
$5 at wal-mart, and was wondering how well it would play on my xbox one. now, for the

remake. features include full 3d graphics, voice acting, character movements, new
soundtrack, and combat system. its a horror game that can be played for free. in parasite

eve, the player assumes the role of eve, a college student who stumbles across an
abandoned laboratory while on a school trip and is faced with a series of cryptic clues left
by the enigmatic dr. this is the game that is the most like to have a remake, despite being

over ten years old. explore the website and discover the latest games. one of the first
horror games, the game was first released in the year and was met with favorable

reviews. with the first game parasite eve released in japan, and the second, parasite eve
2, released in japan. the game also has two endings, the first ending being the normal

ending, and the second being the true ending. parasite eve 2 is a action-adventure game,
the story is set in the united states of america in the year and revolves around the main
character, eve, as she ventures through her hometown of eckert to find her sister, who

was kidnapped after the. the game starts on the day of the earthquake when we begin to
witness the main characters struggle to survive. the game has a dark atmosphere that is
quite hard to get over, especially at times. lets start with the story. the game is about a
young girl who wakes up in a mansion in a forest with nobody around. released in the
year, the game was met with favorable reviews. the game was released in the year for

the playstation 2.
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